Add-on Module

NETPUBLISH
Portfolio’s Add-On Module for Sharing Digital Assets on the Web

Need to Share Files with Clients, Partners, or Other Divisions within Your Organization?
When select assets need to be shared outside your organization or distributed among a large group,
NetPublish allows branded web portals to be easily created without any HTML or CSS skills. These selfservice sites allow users to find and download what they need, when they need it, from any device.

Quickly Publish, Dynamically Update
You don’t need to know HTML, CSS, or any other web technology for that matter. Simply select the assets
you need to distribute and instantly create an online portal with a single click. Assets can be dynamically
updated, ensuring everyone has the most recent files when they need them.

Immediate Access
Don’t get bogged down fulfilling ad hoc asset requests for everyone in your organization. NetPublish
capitalizes on valuable metadata, such as keywords, to allow site visitors to locate the right asset quickly
using Google-like, predictive searching. Custom search fields also help tailor the solution to the needs of
your business.

Key Features
Unlimited Number of Sites and Users

Usage Reporting

NetPublish allows you to share without limits. Create
an unlimited number of unique sites to distribute any
number of assets to an unlimited group of visitors.

Gain fresh insight on asset utilization with built-in
reporting. By understanding which files are most
frequently downloaded and who is downloading
them, you can focus your creative team’s valuable
time where it matters most. Reports can also be
exported, making it easy to share metrics with others.

Selective Sharing
If you have sensitive documents, files that need
approval, or assets that aren’t ready for public
consumption, NetPublish gives you a flexible way
to control access using password-protected sites.
If you forget to add someone, you can allow visitors
to request access directly from the site.

Automatic Expiration
Whether you are creating a light box for previewing
a series of images, or distributing a collection of
approved documents, chances are those assets have a
desired lifespan. With NetPublish, set site expiration
dates so portals automatically retire and go offline
when necessary.

On Demand Asset Conversion

On Demand Watermarking*
NetPublish helps safeguard your intellectual and
creative property with built-in watermarking.
Automatically added on-the-fly, custom watermarks
can be applied to preview images and full-resolution,
downloadable assets. *Requires Portfolio Media Engine.

Collaboration
It’s easier to collaborate when the whole team has
visibility to assets within the project. To facilitate a
more collaborative workflow, users can send direct
feedback anytime via the portal. Additionally, if
individual assets need to be shared further, a direct
link can easily be forwarded.

Like other assets in Portfolio, only store full-size files
and generate variants as needed. NetPublish delivers
the right resolution, size and file type for images and
videos upon request.

Want to see for yourself?
Check out this quick demo video.

Fully Customizable
Each NetPublish site can be styled to reflect the
unique brand of your organization – or your clients’
businesses. Choose a header graphic, logo, favicon,
and customize site colors to tailor the experience for
each portal.

➜

To learn more about Portfolio NetPublish and obtain a quote,
contact your local supplier http://www.extensis.com/resellers/

North America: 1.800.796.9798
Europe: +44 (0) 1604 654 270
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